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Description:

Plasma Orb Ufo and language of light communication. I may have found something , you need to look at this.

I may have a few colors wrong but it still may be a significant discovery. Remember the Close Encounters

movie when lights were flashed in an gesture to communicate , is this why ? This is a very similar experience

from a different type Ufo. I can't be sure you will be safe from changes to your person after viewing this so

view at your own risk. I know for the most part, its a boring video to a non enthusiastic person and I am

expecting comments to that effect. I could have spent more time on it but I thought that it was important

enough to post this first attempt. The last third of this is the better part.I may be going way out on a limb here

. This could be lights for interdimensional travel /contact , what I need is more footage , your footage, in

order to flesh this thing out. Are other Orbs flashing the same patterns or different colors at different speeds

etc. Still I think caution is a concern when viewing the flashing colors as in the way I have found to display it.

I also need a better system for this new analytical idea and a brighter larger display with more accurate color

palette. The possibility that using this could also be directed upward with laser projectors into space , not sure

what that would bring. If you notice any changes in yourself from watching these Ufo color flashes , be

aware and note them. I will be working on a better video of this curious effect this causes.
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Iongets January 1, 2012 11:19:57 PM CET

I will repeat one thing I said , one of the colors was a dark forest green yet it was bright. I know that's

contradictory.I could see it , I just can't reproduce it. Also I thought that grey light was impossible yet

there are many tones of grey light that were given off.

#

Fredje January 1, 2012 9:04:34 PM CET

There are some colors I haven't seen ever.......

#
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Okay , I wasn't going to mention this because I thought what I had to post already was overwhelming

enough. What you say is true about others in area -its just this , they are at slightly different outputs , I

notice using my process that one (possibly two) were also present. The positioning is spot on and

Thank you for your comparison. Nobody knows ? what I wonder ?
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Gary Young ·  ·  Top Commenter · Designer , Film as Art at Self employed

I believe this is the same phenomenon I've witnessed for the last few years. It occurs in the eastern sky (my

location is in mid west U.S.) does not deviate position with the change of seasons. The lights form an

approximately 30 degree angle in the sky with the lowest point being southern. What I have observed however

is that the ufo is not alone. It is accompanied by 2 or 3 others doing the same thing in turn. The middle object

will move slowly, speed up, zig-zag and perform some acrobatics, stop shoot quickly in a random direction

settle back in line and begin the light show over. At that point one of the "friends" will begin slow loops & the

process seemingly repeats. If you happen to witness this again, please try to get a wide angle shot so I may

compare notes. I regret not having good footage to post. On a side note, I ha...See More

Reply · Like · Follow Post · December 31, 2011 at 12:41pm
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